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Sirena 78 will make US debut
at the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show 2023

- Class-leading interior volume and deck space
- Innovative layout solutions for maximum livability
- Interior design concept focused on personalisation
- Designed by Cor D. Rover and German Frers
- Proven hull design for efficiency and performance
- Maximum speed of 27 knots, a cruising range of 1550 nautical miles

Designed by Cor D. Rover and German Frers, the Sirena 78 is set to make its debut in
the US, and she will be on display at the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show 2023
from October 25 to 29.

The Sirena 78 is an all-in-one yacht that offers safe, comfortable and reliable cruising for
extended voyages, but also excels as a platform for family relaxation and entertainment.
Offering unique features and creative enhancements that few others in her class can
rival, she effectively advances the on-the-water experience by perfecting the
combination of interior comfort, personal choice and efficient performance.

"This is the first time we're showcasing this exciting model in the US," said
Constantinos K. Constantinou, Head of Sirena Yachts USA. "I'm confident our
clients will appreciate the Sirena 78 for its innovation and unique features, which include
an open-plan main deck unique in its size category, a versatile flybridge, spacious
accommodations, and an advanced hull design that guarantees efficient and
high-performance cruising."

Sirena offers three flybridge options for different weather conditions. The enclosed and
the semi-enclosed versions have large windows, providing natural light and great views,
and they offer direct access to the main deck through a space-efficient spiral staircase
while the flybridge version is intended for uninhibited open-air enjoyment.

The Sirena 78 continues Sirena Yachts' innovative layouts, offering class-leading space
and sightlines. By eliminating the main-deck helm station and inspired by contemporary
open-plan living, it creates more room for socializing and entertainment, with full-height
windows providing a bright, inviting interior reminiscent of a modern home.

The main deck features a spacious galley, akin to a home kitchen, equipped with a deep
sink, ample storage, and top-tier appliances. It can be designed with an open-space
island or wrap-around layout, offering generous counter space for easy entertaining and



food preparation. This galley design enhances the onboard experience for those who
value cooking and hosting, making it a welcoming gathering spot for family and guests.

The Sirena 78 boasts a unique interior design that encourages creativity through a
loose-furniture concept, allowing owners to arrange settees and ottomans according to
their preference. Three interior décor themes by Cor D Rover are available.

The Sirena 78 offers a versatile flybridge with customizable features, a spacious stern
platform for sea access, and a unique foredeck area with a convertible sofa, sunpad,
and settees, creating an inviting alfresco lounge for relaxation and entertainment.

In terms of naval architecture, the Sirena 78 features advanced technology and
craftsmanship, along with a hull design by renowned naval architect German Frers that
balances efficiency and performance. This semi-displacement hull provides a
comfortable cruising experience and impressive range, capable of reaching 27 knots at
top speed and a range of 1550 nautical miles at 10 knots.
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